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W.A.A.F. CHART THE SEAS FOR AIR/SEA RESCUE GRETAS

Eight W.A.A.F. of a station in Coastal Command are the only women

engaged in charting the "dangers of the deep" for Air/Sea Rescue crews.

They are working for the men who
,

operating in high-speed launches, "brave

all conditions of weather to "bring to safety aircrews who have "ditched”,
sometimes many miles from land.

To these W.A.A.F. the hazards of minefields, sandbanks, tidal streams

and rooks mean symbols which must he marked with infinate care on the large

nautical charts.

For this purpose the sea coasts of Great Britain are divided into areas.

From information received daily from Admiralty sources these airwomen make

calculations, and add to, or amend the existing fixings. Here a buoy has

broken loose from its moorings, there a temporary minefield has been la it, a

lightship established, or dredging is -in progress* The airwomen print the

corresponding navigational symbol in its exact place, a miscalulation of one-

eighth of an inch might result in grave danger for the rescue crows#

In fog the light buoys or beacons are more than ever useful points by which

the navigator checks his bearings. The W.A.A.F. make sure he does not look for

these in vain, and make equally sure to obliterate fixings such as a minefield

which has been swept, or a wreck salvaged.

"Before going to their operational bases", an airwoman from Sussex

explained, "the high-speed launches come here to be fitted up by W.A.A.F

equipment assistants with hundreds of items - pots and pans, lamps, rope,
1 edding, and spare clothing for the survivors. Than, the ferry masters come to

our section for their charts# Amendments to these are made by the navigation
officer or by the W.A.A.F. maps clerk at the nearest unit to their base"#

Sitting on stools at trestle tables piled high with folios, the airwomen

work in an absorbed silence#


